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Expanko Welcomes New Agent Serving Oklahoma and Arkansas
August 28, 2020— Expanko Resilient Flooring, a brand of Stonhard, is pleased to welcome Sondra
McClendon and Sharon Russell of McClendon Group as new agents to its expanding network. Expanko
has more than 20 agents supporting its distinct cork and rubber lines of flooring throughout the U.S.
McClendon Group serves the architectural & design community, end users, and general contractors in
Oklahoma, Arkansas and North Texas in the areas of education, healthcare, hospitality, retail, senior
living, office, casino, restaurant, fitness, and government.
“We are excited to have McClendon Group join the Expanko team in Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Sondra has an extensive background with over 25 years specializing in the contract market with
products for interior designers and architects,” says Sally Reis, General Manager of Expanko.
McClendon Group has always focused on bringing unique products to its clients with an emphasis on
customs,” says Sondra McClendon. “Expanko really has those unique offerings with the ability to
customize as well as an excellent reputation as a proven manufacturer since 1945.” Sondra says
McClendon Group is getting more requests for sustainable products like cork.
Both Sondra and Sharon have degrees in interior design, bringing a unique aspect to the business.
“Sharon still practices interior design which allows her to really ‘talk the talk’ with designers,” says
Sondra.
McClendon Group adds Expanko resilient flooring to its current offerings of furniture products and
glass film.
###

Expanko
For more information on Expanko’s lines of resilient cork and rubber flooring for commercial environments, visit
expanko.com or call 800.345.6202.
McClendon Group
For more information on McClendon Group’s unique design solutions, visit mcclendongrp.com or call 918-5495444.
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